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Abstract. The growth of multilingual web content and increasing in-
ternationalization portends the need for cross-language information re-
trieval. As a solution to this problem for narrow-domain, data-rich web
content, we oﬀer ML-HyKSS: MultiLingual Hybrid Keyword and Se-
mantic Search. The key component of ML-HyKSS is a collection of lin-
guistically grounded conceptual-model instances called extraction ontolo-
gies. Extraction ontologies can recognize keywords and applicable seman-
tics; when coupled with cross-language mappings at the conceptual level,
they enable cross-language information retrieval and query processing.
Our experimental results are promising, yielding good results for cross-
language information retrieval with contrasting languages, application
content, and cultures.
1 Introduction
With the growth of multilingual web content, it is becoming increasingly impor-
tant to enable users whose native language is A to ﬁnd useful information in
web pages written in a language B, which they do not know. As an example,
consider a person in the USA who wishes to send ﬂowers for a friend’s funeral in
France and thus wishes to enter the search-engine query “address for funeral of
Mrs. Gabrielle DUPIEREUX of Braine-le-Comte” or who wishes to send ﬂowers
in place of making a condolence call to a family in Korea and thus wants to
search for “mortuary location and interment date for Minhaegyeong’s father”.
For these queries and many others like them, answers are on the web, but in a
language the user does not know. Furthermore, keyword search, though helpful, is
insuﬃcient. The keywords “funeral”, “Mrs. Gabrielle DUPIEREUX”, and “Braine-
le-Conte” might be suﬃcient to return a page with the address—although, of
course, with translations “funérailles” for “funeral” and “Madame” for “Mrs.”
Ideally, however, the search engine should return the address highlighted within
the identiﬁed source page. Here, “address” is a meta-word rather than a keyword,
and should therefore be recognized semantically. In the Korean example, none
of the words in the query is likely to be helpful for keyword search—even when2 Embley, Liddle, Lonsdale, Park, Shin, and Zitzelberger
translated. Many of them, however, when translated would semantically relate
to a Korean obituary, which would contain information about the hospital for
the condolence call, the day of the burial, and the relatives.
These queries call for CLIR (Cross-Language Information Retrieval) [1,2].
The typical approach to CLIR consists of query translation followed by monolin-
gual retrieval, where systems perform query translation with machine-readable,
bilingual dictionaries and machine translation. Our approach to CLIR diﬀers
signiﬁcantly, in that we translate queries only after having semantically concep-
tualized them and after having separated semantic and keyword components.
Semantic conceptualization requires a linguistically grounded conceptual-model
instance as its key component, which limits the approach to applications that
are data-rich and narrow in scope.
We call our CLIR engine ML-HyKSS (Multi-Lingual Hybrid Keyword and
Semantic Search). Like search engines, ML-HyKSS assumes the existence of an
indexed document collection. Indexes for ML-HyKSS, however, are not just for
keywords, but also for recognized semantic concepts. In our prototype imple-
mentation, we use Lucene for keyword indexing and extraction ontologies [3,4],
which are linguistically grounded conceptual models, for semantic indexing. In
Section 2 we describe extraction ontologies and explain how we semantically in-
dex a document collection. ML-HyKSS processes a query for a single language, as
we also explain in Section 2, by applying extraction ontologies to the query itself
to extract semantic constraints and to isolate non-semantic keywords resulting in
a formal conceptualized query. ML-HyKSS then locates relevant documents by
matching constraints and keywords of the formal conceptualized query with the
semantic and keyword indexes. For cross-language query processing ML-HyKSS
transforms a formal conceptualized query QA in language A to a formal concep-
tualized query QB in language B. ML-HyKSS can then apply QB to the already
indexed language-B document collection. Answer transformation is an inverse
mapping. In Section 3 we describe the mapping architecture, which explains both
query and answer translation. We present experimental results in Section 4 and
conclude in Section 5 by summarizing our contributions:
1. Development of cross-language query translation at the conceptual level as
an eﬀective alternative to the more traditional language-level translation.
2. Implementation of a prototype system showing the viability of cross-language
hybrid keyword and semantic search over diverse languages and applications.
Our earlier work on multilingual ontologies focused on architecture [5]. The
work here includes hybrid keyword and semantic search queries—a signiﬁcant
step beyond the types of queries proposed earlier—and an implementation of
conceptual-level query transformation. This paper establishes the viability of
hybrid query processing and conceptual-level query translation.
2 Query-Processing with Extraction Ontologies
An extraction ontology [3,4] is a conceptual model augmented linguistically to
enable information extraction. (To make the paper self-contained we brieﬂyCross-Language Hybrid Keyword and Semantic Search 3
Fig.2. Car Ad Model Instance.
Price
internal representation: Double
external representations: n$[1-9]nd{0,2},?nd{3}
j nd?nd [Gg]rand j ...
context keywords: pricejaskingjobojneg(n.jotiable)j ...
...
units: dollarsj[Kk] ...
canonicalization method: toUSDollars
comparison methods:
LessThan(p1: Price, p2: Price) returns (Boolean)
external representation: (less than j <
j under j ...)ns*{p2} j ...
...
output method: toUSDollarsFormat
...
end
Make
...
external representation: CarMake.lexicon
...
Fig.3. Car Ad Data Frames.
introduce extraction ontologies in Section 2.1.) Extracted information consti-
tutes a database structured with respect to the schema induced by a speciﬁed
conceptual-model instance. When coupled with links into the document collec-
tion for each fact extracted, the database constitutes a semantic index. Then with
the semantic index in place as well as a standard keyword index, ML-HyKSS
can process hybrid semantic/keyword free-form queries5 (see Section 2.2).
2.1 Extraction Ontologies
The primary components of an extraction ontology are object sets, relationships
sets, constraints, and linguistic recognizers. Figure 2 shows a conceptual-model
instance for a car-ad application with its object and relationship sets and its
constraints, and Figure 3 shows part of two linguistic recognizers—one for Price
and one for Make. Together they constitute an extraction ontology.
The conceptual foundation for an extraction ontology is a restricted frag-
ment of ﬁrst-order logic. Each object set (denoted graphically in Figure 2 by a
rectangle) is a one-place predicate. Each predicate has a lexical or a non-lexical
designation: lexical predicates (denoted by dashed-border rectangles) restrict
domain-value substitutions to be literals in domain sets, and non-lexical pred-
icates (denoted by solid-border rectangles) restrict substitutions to be object
identiﬁers that represent real-world objects. Each n-ary relationship set (de-
noted graphically by a line with n object-set connections) is an n-place predicate.
Black diamonds on relationship sets denote prepopulated, ﬁxed relationship sets.
Black triangles denote aggregation groupings of relationship sets in an is-part-of
hierarchy. Constraints are of three types: (1) referential integrity including op-
tional/mandatory participation (with optional participation denoted by an “o”
on the optional side) (2) functional (denoted by edges with arrowheads) and (3)
generalization/specialization constraints (denoted by a white triangle).
5 The hybrid search systems we are aware of require structured queries rather than
free-form queries (e.g., [6,7]), require a keyword-based structured query language
(e.g., [8]), or require queries that are an extension of formal conjunctive queries
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Like Buitelaar et al. [11], we linguistically ground ontologies, turning a con-
ceptual speciﬁcation into an extraction ontology. Each object set has a data
frame [4], which is an abstract data type augmented with linguistic recognizers
that specify textual patterns for recognizing instance values, applicable opera-
tors, and operator parameters. Figure 3 shows part of the data frames for the
object sets Price and Make in Figure 2. Although any kind of textual pattern
recognizer is possible, our implementation supports regular expressions as exem-
pliﬁed in Price and lexicons as exempliﬁed in Make or combinations of regular
expressions and lexicons. Each relationship set may also have a data-frame rec-
ognizer. Relationship-set recognizers reference and depend on data-frame rec-
ognizers for each connected object set. In addition, relationship sets may be
prepopulated with with a ﬁxed set of relationships that can provide additional
context to aid in linguistic grounding. Thus, in Figure 2, the Make “Honda” would
be additional context information for Model “Accord” in the Car Ad ontology.
In a data frame, the internal representation clause indicates how the sys-
tem stores extracted values internally, and the external representation clause
speciﬁes the instance recognizers. The textual distance of matches from context
keywords helps determine which match to choose for ambiguous concepts within
an ontology. The string “25K”, for example, could be a Mileage or a Price but
would be interpreted as a Price in close context to words such as asking or
negotiable. A units clause expresses units of measure or value qualiﬁcations
that help quantify extracted values. A canonicalization method converts an
extracted value and units to a uniﬁed internal representation. Once in this repre-
sentation, comparison methods can compare values extracted from diﬀerent
documents despite being represented in diﬀerent ways. These methods can cor-
rectly conﬁrm, for example, that “$9,500” is less than “12 grand.” The external
representation clause within a method declaration recognizes text indicating
method applicability. The recognizer for the LessThan method in Figure 3, for
example, identiﬁes comparison phrases in queries like “under 12 grand”. The p2
within curly braces denotes the position in the regular expression of the expected
appearance of a Price for parameter p2. The output method is responsible for
displaying internally-stored values to the user in a readable format.
2.2 Extraction-Ontology-Based Query Processing
Before query processing begins, ML-HyKSS preprocesses a document collection
and creates a keyword index (with Lucene) and a semantic index (with extrac-
tion ontologies). ML-HyKSS applies extraction ontologies to text documents to
ﬁnd instance values in the documents with respect to the object and relationship
sets in the ontology. The extraction process uses the linguistic recognizers in data
frames and the constraints of the conceptual-model structure along with several
heuristics to extract instance values. Past work shows that extraction ontologies
perform well in terms of precision and recall for the extraction task when docu-
ments are rich in recognizable constants and narrow in ontological breadth [3,4].
ML-HyKSS returns its semantic index as RDF triples that contain, in addition
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representations by data-frame canonicalization methods, standardized external
string representations obtained by data-frame output methods, and information
identifying the document and location within the document of extracted text.
To explain and illustrate how ML-HyKSS processes queries, we consider as
a running example, the query “Hondas in ‘excellent condition’ under 12 grand”.
When ML-HyKSS applies the extraction ontology in Figures 2 and 3 to this
query, the data frames recognize “Hondas” and “under 12 grand” as constraints on
Make and Price respectively. Given the nodes Make and Price in the conceptual-
model graph in Figure 2, ML-HyKSS generates a formal SPARQL query in
a straightforward way: it generates joins over the edges Car-Make and Car-
Price and also appropriate selection conditions in FILTER statements, allowing
constraint satisfaction to be OPTIONAL, as an open-world assumption requires.
Query generation for expected queries over expected ontologies is straightfor-
ward. Like keyword-only queries in which users query for pages that satisfy all,
or as many of the keywords as possible, we expect that for hybrid queries users
wish to maximize the semantic constraints that are satisﬁed. Thus, we gener-
ate conjunctive queries and always allow constraint satisfaction to be optional.
Further, since we expect most ontologies for ML-HyKSS applications to have a
simple acyclic structure (or acyclic after excluding prepopulated ﬁxed relation-
ship sets like Model-Make in Figure 2), ML-HyKSS can generate queries like it
does for the running example in a straightforward way: join over ontology edges
that connect identiﬁed nodes, and ﬁlter conjunctively on identiﬁed conditions.
For cycles that lead to multiple paths between the same two nodes, such as if the
conceptual-model instance in Figure 2 had a second edge between Car and Fea-
ture denoting features that could be added (as opposed to ones the car already
has), we expect that relationship-set data-frame recognizers would be able to
identify clues in queries that would select one path or another, or in the absence
of identiﬁed clues, interact with the user to disambiguate the query. Also, like
typical search engines, we provide advanced search capabilities for users who
wish to pose queries that involve disjunctions and negations.
To add keyword search, making query processing hybrid, ML-HyKSS re-
moves, in addition to stopwords, all meta-words denoting application concepts
and all phrases denoting semantic constraints, except equality constraints. For
our running example, ML-HyKSS thus removes “in” as a stopword and “under 12
grand” as an inequality constraint, but not “Hondas”, which denotes the equality
comparison constraint Make = Honda. It would also have removed “price” or
“cost” as meta-words if they had appeared. Note that it is the plural “Hondas”,
which is a keyword, even though the Make data-frame recognizer converts the
plural to a singular for its use in semantic equality comparisons. The keywords
for our running example are thus “Hondas” and the phrase “excellent condition”.
ML-HyKSS uses its keyword and semantic indexes to identify documents that
satisfy its semantic constraints and contain its keywords. It then ranks returned
documents by the simple linear interpolation formula: keywordScorekeyword-
Weight + semanticScoresemanticWeight where the scores measure the degree
of match with a document and the weights measure the relative contribution6 Embley, Liddle, Lonsdale, Park, Shin, and Zitzelberger
Fig.3. Query Result.
Fig.4. Highlighted Result.
of keywords and semantic constraints in the query. Figure 3 shows the top-ﬁve
ranked results when the ML-HyKSS processes the running query over a collection
of car ads from craigslist.com. Figure 4 shows the result of clicking highlighted
for the top-ranked document.
3 Cross-Language Query Processing
Similar to the work of Dorr et al. [12], we adopt a star or pivot or interlingua-
based architecture for cross-language query processing with a central language-
agnostic ontology A. Each application has a single central ontology, together
with, for each language/locale6 L an extraction ontology and an L-to-A/A-to-L
mapping speciﬁcation. Omitting its linguistic grounding, the conceptual-model
instance in Figures 2 and 3 is a language-agnostic central ontology.7 Language-
agnostic ontologies are not extraction ontologies because we do not ground them
linguistically. They do, however, have full conceptual-model instances with all of
an application’s object and relationship sets and constraints, and with internal
representation declarations, units declarations, and method signatures. The
obituaries ontology in Figure 5 is a second example, which we use as we continue
to explain how cross-language hybrid query processing works.
6 For any language, diﬀerent locales may use diﬀerent terminology and thus warrant
diﬀerent extraction ontologies—e.g., British English vs. American English.
7 Although we could use any real or artiﬁcial language to represent a language-agnostic
ontology, similar to [13], we use English.Cross-Language Hybrid Keyword and Semantic Search 7
Fig.5. Obituary Ontology.
For narrow-domain, data-rich applications, we expect extraction ontologies
for diﬀerent languages/locales to be similar, but not identical. In French obit-
uaries, for example, titles such as Madame and Monsieur regularly appear but
are rare in English. As we added French, we therefore added the object set Ti-
tle, which was not part of the original English ontology. In Korea, friends and
families make condolence calls usually at the hospital where the deceased body
lies in wait between death and interment. Thus, as we added Korean, we also
added the information for condolence calls—Mortuary and its Name and Loca-
tion. Since users may wish to query about all concepts in all languages/locales,
we propagate additions to all existing extraction ontologies as well. We thus keep
all ontologies structurally synchronized—structurally identical.
Cross-language mappings are compositional through the central ontology. For
extraction-ontology languages L1 and L2 and central language-agnostic ontol-
ogy A, the L1-to-L2 mapping is the composition of the L1-to-A and A-to-L2
mappings. Thus, adding a new language to the system is a linear pay-as-you-go
endeavor. Further, because data-rich, narrow-domain ontologies are largely alike
in all languages and cultures, and because cross-language lexical resources have
been developed over the years and are readily available on the web, the cost
of adding a new language/locale to the system is much less than the cost of
developing extraction ontologies and mappings from scratch.
Mappings are of several types, and each has its pecularities and its linguistic
resources to aid in rapid development:
– Lexicons. Lexicon mappings substitute one word by another, or one word by
a small number of others. For common concepts such as colors (e.g., for car
ads in Figure 2), corresponding translations are available in cross-language
dictionaries. Interestingly, these mappings are not one-to-one as many might
expect (e.g., “blue” in Korean is and and ). Concept words
not usually in dictionaries such as makes and models of cars are often readily
available in lists on the web (e.g., pull-down menus in http://paruvendu.
fr contain all French make/model combinations, and tabs in http://www.
encar.com lead to Korean makes and models). Further, identity translations
to English are common for many of these words.8 Embley, Liddle, Lonsdale, Park, Shin, and Zitzelberger
– Units and Measures. ISO standard conversion formulas for units and mea-
sures are commonly available and coding them is straightforward. In our
prototype implementation for car ads and obituaries, we use kilometers for
mileage, integers for car years and person ages, julian-calendar speciﬁcations
for dates, and a 24-hour clock for time.
– Currency. Because services exist that directly convert amounts in one cur-
rency to amounts any other currency, mappings for currency conversions
should be an exception to the star-architecture composition rule. However,
since the service8 we were able to conveniently use for our prototype im-
plementation only has conversion rates for US Dollars, we also implement
currency conversion as a composition.
– Transliteration. Like direct conversion among currencies, transliteration map-
pings are likely to be best if they map directly from one language to another.
We, however, are unable to ﬁnd a general transliteration service. In our cur-
rent application, we only need transliteration to and from Korean for English
and French and thus use a Hangul/Latin-Language transliterator.9
– Keywords. Since keywords can be any word or quoted phrase, we use a gen-
eral translation service, the Bing translator10 for our implementation. As it
should be, the translation is direct, not indirect through the central ontology.
– Commentary. Ontologies may contain free-form commentary to explain un-
familiar concepts, such as Korean age. In our implementation, we use the
Bing translation service, which translates the Korean explanation for Age:
to:
Korean age reckoning is a newborn child was one year old. Since then, the
age is changed in the new year. In this way, children born on December
31, the next day is changed to two years of age. In this age of reckoning
is not used oﬃcially (and legally) on a daily basis, and widely accepted in
Korea.
Translations are usually understandable but not ideal. When important, hu-
man translators can provide better translations in “pay-as-you-go” fashion.
By making use of structural correspondences and deﬁned mappings, query
transformation from language L1 to language L2 can occur at the “deep” con-
ceptual level, as opposed to the more common textual “surface” level. When an
extraction ontology interprets a query, it generates an internal representation of
the query before generating a formal SPARQL query. The internal representation
consists of (1) an acyclic join path in the conceptual-model graph connecting all
nodes relevant to the query, (2) an identiﬁcation of lexical object sets on the path,
(3) for each constraint, its Boolean method along with canonicalized values for
identiﬁed parameters, and (4) keywords and keyword phrases. For our running
8 http://raw.github.com/currencybot/open-exchange-rates
9 http://sori.org/hangul/conv2kr.cgi
10 http://api.microsofttranslator.com/V2/Http.svc/TranslateCross-Language Hybrid Keyword and Semantic Search 9
example—“Hondas in ‘excellent condition’ under 12 grand”—the join path from
Figure 2 is {Car-Price, Car-Make}, the lexical object sets are Price and Make,
the constraints are LessThan(x, 12000) and Equal(’Honda’), and the keywords
are Hondas and the phrase ‘excellent condition’. Since all extraction ontologies
for an application are structurally identical, the transformed join paths, identi-
ﬁed lexical object sets, and methods are immediate. For values and keywords,
the mappings provide the transformation. Thus the internal representation for
the running query in French consists of referenced lexical object sets Marque
and Prix, constraints Marque=“Honda” and Prix < 9148e, and keywords Hon-
das and ‘excellent état’. For Korean the internal representation consists of object
sets and , constraints = and < 1340 , and keywords
and ‘ ’. When value mappings are one-many, we generate disjunctions;
thus, if an English query asks for a blue car, the Korean constraint becomes the
disjunction ( = _ = _ = ). Since all internal represen-
tations map directly to hybrid SPARQL and keyword queries in the same way,
ML-HyKSS immediately obtains and executes the transformed query.
For answer values returned, we use the mappings to transform values and key-
words back into the original language. For the query in the introduction, “mortu-
ary location and interment date for Minhaegyeong’s father” the answer returned
is “Soonchunhyang, Hospital, Hannam, Seoul” on “November 2nd”. The date is a
units compositional mapping from to the julian date 306 (the year 2011
assumed) and then to “November 2nd”, written as a standard date without the
year in English as speciﬁed in the output method of the English extraction on-
tology. Mortuary name and location are direct Hangul-to-Latin transliterations
(not quite correct, as “Hannam” should be “Hannamdong”). For the query in the
introduction, “address for funeral of Mrs. Gabrielle DUPIEREUX of Braine-le-
Comte”, the answer returned is “l’église Saint-Géry de Braine-le-Comte”. Note
that neither names nor addresses require any translation for French-to-English.
Advanced queries are also possible in ML-HyKSS. For example, the ﬁlled
in form in Figure 6 lets a user augment the running query to ﬁnd either a
Honda or a Toyota, but not an Accord, that is red or yellow and still under 12
grand and in ‘excellent condition’. HyKSS generates the form from the structure
of the extraction ontology along with its declared methods. (Thus, to enable
advanced-form capabilities, nothing need be done beyond declaring an extrac-
tion ontology.) ML-HyKSS initializes the form with values obtained from a user
query and writes them in the entry blanks of the form according to the ontol-
ogy’s output methods—thus “Honda” appears as the Make while “Hondas”
appears as a keyword, and “$12,000” appears for the “<” Price operator (not
“12 grand”). After initialization, a user can click on OR for Make and enter
“Toyota” and on OR for Color and enter “red” in one ﬁeld and “yellow” in the
other. Clicking on the NOT checkbox for Model and entering “Accord” adds the
exclusion. Interestingly, users can enter data values without concern for format
because ML-HyKSS invokes its data-frame recognizers to interpret user entries.
Like mappings, extraction ontologies also have linguistic resources to aid in
rapid development. For example, to quickly obtain a dictionary for French given10 Embley, Liddle, Lonsdale, Park, Shin, and Zitzelberger
Fig.6. Advanced Form Query. (Generated from the Vehicle extraction ontology we
used in our experimental work—not from the extraction ontology in Figures 2 and 3.)
names, we took the list from a book of suggested French baby names.11 Further,
since extraction ontologies are often similar, many regular-expression recognizers
can be readily adopted or adapted. For context keywords, WordNet synsets are
useful. For example, instead of “interment date” a user might say “burial date”.
The WordNet synset for “interment” is {“burial”, “entombment”, “inhumation”,
“interment”, “sepulture”}, which includes “burial” and thus, ML-HyKSS will rec-
ognize the query as asking for the interment date in the extraction ontology in
Figure 5. In general, we can use techniques for automatic query enhancement
[14] to automatically populate context keywords clauses.
4 Experimental Results
Cross-language query-processing accuracy depends on (1) extraction accuracy in
all languages when initially indexing the semantics in a document collection with
respect to an application ontology and (2) cross-language query transformation
so that nothing is lost or spuriously added in the transformation.
4.1 Extraction Accuracy
To check extraction accuracy for French, we gathered 500 car ads from on-
line sites in France and Canada. The car ads in www.craigslist.fr appear as
free-form French, but the rest are mostly semi-structured. For obituaries, we
gathered 1500 obituaries from several diﬀerent online sites in France, Belgium,
Canada, and Switzerland—all free-form, but largely conforming to informal con-
ventions. Similarly, for Korean, we gathered 430 car ads from 13 diﬀerent sites
(all semi-structured), and 502 obituaries from 36 diﬀerent sites (all free-form).
We randomly selected about 100 of each of the four combinations to constitute
validation and blind test sets (respectively 20 and 80 of the 100) and used the
rest for training—training in the sense that we looked at many of them as we
linguistically grounded our ontologies.
Tables 1 and 2 show the results. The car ads domain is ontologically narrow,
and accordingly our extraction ontologies perform quite well on this domain.
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Table 1. Car Ad within-language Extraction Results.
Make Model Year Price Color Mileage
French
Recall 87% 76% 96% 89% 82% 98%
Precision 65% 67% 90% 95% 47% 92%
Korean
Recall 99% 99% 100% 100% 100% 95%
Precision 99% 99% 100% 100% 100% 95%
Table 2. Obituary within-language Extraction Results.
Title Name
Death Funeral Mortuary Relative Name
Date Date Time Place Name & Relation
French
Recall 76% 42% 80% 69% 43% 38%
N/A —
Precision 99% 63% 88% 70% 30% 83%
Korean
Recall
N/A
97% 97% 50% 50% 100% 99% 97%
Precision 97% 97% 100% 100% 67% 94% 94%
Precision and recall for Korean car ads are high because these ads mostly have
a regular structure, allowing our Korean expert to quickly tune the extraction
ontology. Results for French car ads are lower both because French ads are more
free-form and because we were not able to spend enough time with our French
expert tuning the extraction ontology (as one consequence, we did not ﬁnish
relative-name extraction—hence the empty cell in Table 2). Overall, the num-
bers are in line with what we have come to expect in this domain [4]. The obit-
uaries domain is much broader and extraction is more challenging—particularly
for names and places. Even so, our Korean expert was able to quickly tune the
extraction ontology, and performance for most concepts was remarkably high.
French extraction was hampered by greater variability and complex sentence
structures. For example, there are only 187 names in our Korean surname lex-
icon, compared with 228,429 in our French surname lexicon, which partially
explains the relatively high performance for Korean name extraction. Most Ko-
rean obituaries do not mention a funeral, and in our test set there were only
two examples of funerals. Our extractor did well with one of the two declared
funerals, so the 50% recall we report for funeral date and time represents only
one missed concept for the entire corpus. Another cultural diﬀerence is that
the mortuary name is important in a Korean obituary because that is where
friends and family make condolence calls. In contrast, French obituaries refer to
viewings, funerals, and interments, much like typical English obituaries. Since
mortuary name does not appear in the French obituary ontology, and title does
not appear in the Korean ontology, we mark their cells as “N/A”. Performance
for concepts not listed in Table 2 (e.g. viewing, interment, birth date) is similar
to the performance for concepts that are listed.
4.2 Cross-Language Query Accuracy
Obtaining a query set for hybrid keyword/semantic search is not as straightfor-
ward as it might seem. Search-engine users learn quickly to adapt their queries12 Embley, Liddle, Lonsdale, Park, Shin, and Zitzelberger
Table 3. Cross-Language Query Transformation Results.
Recall Precision
Car Ad Queries      
French-to-English 77% 86% 100% 81% 90% 74%
Korean-to-English 98% 100% 100% 93% 99% 52%
to the capabilities of a search engine. Users quickly learn not to ask queries like
our running example when they see that a top returned result is something far
removed from what they want, like grand pianos in ‘excellent condition’. Never-
theless, it is possible to explain, and in our case even show how they work, and
ask subjects to imagine queries that should work.
To obtain query sets, we asked the students in two senior-level database
classes to generate two car-ad queries they felt an earlier demo version of a free-
form query processor (not ML-HyKSS) interpreted correctly and two queries
they felt the the demo version misinterpreted, but should have interpreted cor-
rectly. The students generated 137 syntactically unique queries, of which 113
were suitable for testing ML-HyKSS. To obtain Korean and French queries, we
faithfully translated 50 of these 113 into each language.
Table 3 shows the results of interpreting the queries in their respective lan-
guages and transforming the internal representation of each query, as under-
stood, into the internal representation of the query in English. In the table the
 columns are for generated database selection operations (Boolean conditions
such as Price < $12,000 and Make = “Honda” for our running query), the 
columns are for generated database projection operations (object sets referenced
from which results are returned such as Price and Make for our running query),
and the  columns are for keywords and keyword phrases (“Hondas” and “‘ex-
cellent condition”’ for our running query). We remark, as explained earlier, that
 and  translations are always correct because ML-HyKSS translates them at
the conceptual level by matching methods and object sets respectively, which
are necessarily in a one-to-one correspondence. Thus, the less than perfect 
and  results all come from inaccurate within-language query interpretation. It
is signiﬁcant that no  and  translation errors can occur since these errors are
common in cross-language information retrieval systems that translate at the
textual language level and then apply information retrieval techniques.
The lower recall and precision for French conditionals () points to a need
for better recognizers. For example, we missed recognizing “une 1990 ou moins
récente” as the conditional Year  1990. Better recognizers, along with more
complete synonym sets for ontological concepts, would also increase the recall
for requested French results (). Conditional recognition failures also account
for some of the lower keyword () precision, especially for French, as words in
missed semantic conditionals remain as possible keywords. Expanded stopword
lists in French would remove spurious keywords like “list” and “want”. Stopwords
in Korean make little sense because most of the standard English-like stopwords
are preﬁxes and suﬃxes and become part of characters themselves. An attempt
to remove them after translation often fails because translations themselves areCross-Language Hybrid Keyword and Semantic Search 13
often poor; e.g., , which in our query should translate as “which is”—both
English stopwords—instead was translated as “inn” (or “hotel”).
5 Concluding Remarks
We have demonstrated the viability of ML-HyKSS—a conceptual-model-based,
cross-language, hybrid keyword and semantic search engine. ML-HyKSS indexes
both the semantics and the keywords of a data-rich document collection for
an application written in language L1 and allows users to search the collection
with free-form queries in language L2. While not exhaustive in coverage, our
prototype demonstrates its ability to work with a diversity of languages and
applications. How well ML-HyKSS performs depends on how well it identiﬁes and
interprets an application’s semantics in a document collection and in user free-
form queries. Experimental results show that ML-HyKSS is able to identify and
index the semantics in data-rich, narrow-domain French and Korean documents
with an average F-measure of about 90% for semi-structured documents (car
ads) and about 75% for unstructured documents (obituaries). Interpretation of
French and Korean queries have average F-measures of about 94% for identifying
semantic constraints, 87% for identifying referenced concepts of interest, and
77% for identifying keywords. Non-semantic keyword translations are often less
than ideal, but since ML-HyKSS translates queries at the conceptual level across
language-diverse but structurally identical ontologies, its semantic translations
are necessarily correct. Hence, results returned are surprisingly accurate.
Although we have accomplished much (built an ML-HyKSS prototype sys-
tem, enabled advanced-form hybrid search for non-conjunctive queries, struggled
through and resolved issues with international encodings, dealt with diverse lan-
guages and locals, learned how to leverage language resources and international
standards to mitigate the construction of extraction ontologies), more can still
be done. As future work, we can see how to enrich semantic-constraint recog-
nition for superlative queries (e.g., “cheapest car”) and aggregate queries (e.g.,
“average age at death”) by including additional types of recognition phrases in
data-frame methods. And we see how to enrich identiﬁcation of referenced con-
cepts for wh-queries by adding keywords for persons (“who”), places (“where”),
things (“what”), and time (“when”). We can already say “why” answers hold
by giving immediate access to highlighted facts in semantically indexed doc-
uments, and we see how to add “why” for inferred facts by adding reasoning
chains grounded in facts in indexed documents. Also, we see that automating
the construction of interlingual mappings and linguistic-grounding components
of extraction ontologies from available language resources would be valuable.
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